Goals:
Encourage and inspire
Tell our story

School of Law Facts
• Pepperdine University’s main campus is located in Malibu California on 830
acres overlooking the pacific ocean
• Pepperdine University has five campuses counting Malibu in the Southern
California area plus another in Slicon Valley and one in Washington DC and
foreign campuses in London, Shanghai, Heidelburg, Buenos Aries,
Florence, and Luasanne Switzerland
• Pepperdine is a faith-based private university affiliated with the Churches of
Christ
• Pepperdine University School of Law is 43 years old, moved to the Malibu
Campus of Pepperdine University in 1978 into a brand new state of the art
building.
• Law School expanded physical footprint in 1992 to add about 60,000 square
feet of faculty offices, library space, and classrooms.
• About 45 full time faculty and just over 600 full time JD students (no part
time program or night program) with masters and LLM students right around
700 total students
• The information services department consists of 7 highly skilled, highly
motivated, team members and reports up through the Dean of the Law
Library.
• IS provides a wide array of IT and event-related services.

This data is not surprising, our faculty are middle of the road for both comfort
and ability.
Data was gathered by an Objective Assessment. The Information Services (IS)
department sat down as a group and were given a matrix to complete for each
faculty member. The Average score was used.
The next step is to perform a reassessment that uses not only the input from
IS but from the Library, since we have a Faculty Librarian Liaison program that
builds a picture of Faculty
We’d like to create a Customer Relationship Management model to focus on
Faculty’s research, specialty, teaching CV, and personal info.
Sharing this information so that all support staff they are in the know, can verify
details, and augment. All of the support members are included in this
discussion so a not to create a silo affect.
We continually make an effort to raise the comfort level and range of ability.
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As an EdTech/ Instructional Expert do you feel a kindred spirit with Jerry
McGuire, “Help me help you”?
What most people think we are: Technical Support
What we actual are: Accomplished professional, significant contributor
Instructional Experts are:
Relevant
Front line
Craft change by supporting the champions of change. Change in curriculum
and change in assessment methodologies are examples of areas where we
support change.
Instructional experts must build a team/ collaboration relationship with faculty
to develop trust. Develop close Professional relationship but boundaries need
to be set so that support is not taken advantage of for personal reasons (ex
kid’s computers)

Although our role traditionally advocates for the
tools, we are the advocates for the people who use
the tools.
And as we advocate the people who use the tools,
we must have the overall goal of supporting the
educational enterprise. Connect with students and
help the students master the material.
If the tool fails, that’s okay. Be we don’t want the
people to fail.

Four ways we advocate for our staff, within the limits of our budget so that the
Educational Mission is supported:
Accommodate- One professor was unable to carry her laptop to the
classroom to show her PowerPoint lectures. So we set her up with a
Document Camera. She prints the slides and displays them to students using
the DocCam. She is also able to annotate the slides.
Redirect- With a limited budget, we can’t implement all solutions. One
Professor wanted to use an expensive polling technology other than the one
we already had in our toolbox. We had to redirect this Professor and ask him
to use the school supported tool to poll his students. This is Redirect.
Compromise- With a limited budget, a Professor wanted to use an expensive
Mooc Technology to create flipped classroom structure. Instead, we
compromised and offered our services in using a lecture capture system to
obtain similar goals.
Friendly Chatter- A professor is known for saying “I am the visual aid”. He
doesn’t use technology in the classroom, but yet he supports us when
decisions need to be made.

Frame the Challenge in the context of the Project- Classroom Update
Classroom B was built with all instructional tools as a “test variable” to get an idea of what the
Faculty will use/ liked to use
Phase 2 of the project was to get feedback from the Faculty on the Classroom B tools to
successfully design and implement a teaching environment for the remaining 12 classrooms.
Intentional- get faculty input on classroom teaching environment in order to stimulate the use of
the instructional “goods”. Understand minimal competencies of educational technology.
Unintentional- evoked resistance to classroom technology.
This process made us realize that we used the wrong words. The resulting challenge was
determining how to couch things. We needed to be intentional and deliberate in our
communication so that the Faculty understood that the rick of using the teaching tools were not
a high impact and that they had help. They need to feel safe: use the tools without fear of
failure and/or embarrassment.
As a result, we, as support, need to know our customers’ needs, likes, and vernacular.

Technology and other “T” words provoke feelings of stress, anxiety, and
dissonance. What are some “t” words that have you feeling like this poor
soul?

When working with more "traditional" faculty, we at Pepperdine Law have
found it best to avoid using terms like "training" and
"technology." Oftentimes faculty are less enthusiastic about changes that
involve "technology" or "high tech."

We give a variety of opportunities to encourage skill enhancement of teaching
tools. The focus is on HOW the faculty member want to receive our message.
Reaching out to Faculty in different ways- Teaching Tools Newsletter (brief
overview describing the tool and how it can be applied to education), Coffee
Talks (face to face, small group session), and Quick Guides on the LawTech
Website (individual, learner-led instruction).
These are an Integrated Marketing Communications effort in which the “Tool to
be explored” is the focus of each of these three different communications. A
brief overview and the benefits of the tool peak faculty interest in the
Newsletter. Faculty can choose if they want to attend the face to face small
group discussion (coffee talk) of the tool, or have access to written steps on
how to utilize specific features of the tool in the LawTech Website.

Familiar terms open up opportunities for
collaborative engagement and builds relationship.
Communicating the benefits of effective tool use
ultimately enhance learning outcomes.

Example: "Coffee talk" vs. "training session" Which sounds more appealing
to you?

We have the tool box, but we know that not all will
have a need for the tools, and some will have very
specific needs.

Typically the province of the high-tech crowd are
now something our less technically inclined faculty
are adapting to their classrooms: PowerPoint,
Clickers, TWEN.

